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Echo chambers and information 
transmission biases in homophilic 
and heterophilic networks
Fernando Diaz‑Diaz, Maxi San Miguel & Sandro Meloni*

We study how information transmission biases arise by the interplay between the structural properties 
of the network and the dynamics of the information in synthetic scale‑free homophilic/heterophilic 
networks. We provide simple mathematical tools to quantify these biases. Both Simple and Complex 
Contagion models are insufficient to predict significant biases. In contrast, a Hybrid Contagion 
model—in which both Simple and Complex Contagion occur—gives rise to three different homophily‑
dependent biases: emissivity and receptivity biases, and echo chambers. Simulations in an empirical 
network with high homophily confirm our findings. Our results shed light on the mechanisms that 
cause inequalities in the visibility of information sources, reduced access to information, and lack of 
communication among distinct groups.

Information transmission in the context of Information and Communication Technologies is a great opportunity 
to create a better-informed society, but in practice, these technologies are also promoting phenomena such as the 
viral spreading of fake  news1–3, echo  chambers4–6, perception biases like false consensus or majority  illusions7 
and social  polarization5,6,8. We understand by echo chambers situations in which the transmission of information 
among individuals belonging to the same opinion group is dominant, while transmission among individuals with 
different opinions is hindered. The real social impact of echo chambers and their causal link with misinforma-
tion cascades are debated  topics9–11, but data-driven and computational approaches confirm that the structural 
properties of social networks are tied to the emergence of echo  chambers4–6. In particular, the homophily of 
the network -that is, the tendency of nodes to be connected to other nodes of the same group-seems to be a key 
ingredient to generate echo  chambers5 and perception  biases7.

Among the phenomena associated with information transmission, echo chambers are presently the subject 
of intensive research, but they are only an aspect of a broader subject: the “information transmission biases” (in 
short, IT biases), which include all the possible alterations in the transmission of information that appear when 
changing the nature of the nodes that generate and receive such information. In addition to echo chambers, 
examples of IT biases include: (a) an enhanced/inhibited emission of information by a certain group (for example, 
how female opinions were wronged and overheard based on gender  stereotypes12), and (b) an enhanced/inhibited 
reception of information by a certain group. These biases in information transmission have been observed in 
real-world networks and are influenced by their structural  properties13. Let us remark that some studies regard-
ing IT biases focus on how distinct types of information have different transmission  probability14,15, while here 
we will focus on the differences in the transmission induced by intrinsic properties of the node that emits and/
or receives the information in the network.

Modeling processes of information transmission first requires the choice of a dynamical model. Often, the 
spreading of information is assumed to follow the same laws as the spreading of diseases. Because of this, 
epidemic models (also called Simple Contagion models)16 have been used for discussing the transmission of 
information. However, spreading of information, adoption of innovations, etc. are examples of social contagion 
phenomena in which individuals often require multiple exposures to a given piece of information to adopt  it17. 
These social mechanisms are included in models of Complex Contagion18–22 inspired in the Threshold Model by 
 Granovetter23,24 in which adoption requires a threshold number of neighboring agents that have already adopted 
it. In this sense, Complex Contagion, at variance with Simple Contagion, is a nonlinear process that requires 
group or many-agent interactions. Still, these group interactions are built from a combination of pairwise interac-
tions, while possible higher-order many-agent interactions would call for a different  approach25–28. Several works 
have addressed the question of the validation of Complex Contagion models against experimental  data29–31, as 
well as the comparison of Simple and Complex Contagion models in this empirical  context32–34. However, there 
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is also empirical evidence that many processes of information transmission involve both Simple and Complex 
Contagion, with some agents adopting in a single interaction and others requiring multiple  exposures35,36. As 
a consequence, different models of Hybrid Contagion combining Simple and Complex Contagion have been 
 proposed36–40. In this paper, we will compare predictions of Simple, Complex, and Hybrid Contagion models 
concerning IT biases.

A second ingredient in the modeling of information transmission is the choice of an underlying social net-
work. In this work, we do not construct networks that would a priori lead to IT biases (for example due to a com-
munity structure). Instead, we focus on how echo chambers and other IT biases can emerge from the interplay 
between the structural properties of the network and the dynamics of the information. An important issue in this 
problem is disentangling the effects of social influence, included in the dynamical models, and homophily. To 
this end, we choose here to consider Barabasi–Albert41 networks with tunable homophily, following the model 
proposed  in42 for social networks.

In this paper, we provide mathematical tools that can be used to define IT biases and to find out in which 
parameter regimes those IT biases exist. We show that the mechanism of Hybrid Contagion leads to the three 
IT biases mentioned before: emissivity bias, receptivity bias, and echo chambers. Importantly, the echo cham-
ber bias, which is not present in neither Simple nor Complex Contagion, arises for a wide range of homophily 
parameters for Hybrid Contagion. Moreover, simulations in an empirical network confirm the presence of echo 
chambers and the other biases.

Results
Homophilic and heterophilic networks. To accurately model the structure of social networks, we use 
the Barabasi–Albert-homophily model (BAh model) proposed by Karimi et al.7,42. This model is a generaliza-
tion of the classical Barabasi–Albert (BA)  model41 for scale-free networks. In this model, each node has a binary 
attribute, called the group of the node. We distinguish a majority and a minority group. The fraction of minority 
nodes in the network, i.e., the probability that a newly introduced node belongs to the minority group, is denoted 
by fa(< 0.5) . As in the classical BA model, one node i is added to the network and connected to m existing nodes 
in each time step (throughout the work we set m = 1 ). Unlike it, however, the probability of attachment with an 
existing node j, �ij , depends not only on the degree of the existing node, kj , but also on a homophily parameter h:

From Eq. (1), it is clear that setting h > 0.5 (h < 0.5) generates homophilic (heterophilic) networks. For h = 0.5 , 
one recovers the standard Barabasi–Albert model; while for h = 1 , the probability of connecting two nodes of 
different groups is zero; thus, the network fragments into two components corresponding to the two groups. 
Figure 1 shows examples of networks generated using this model, for different values of the homophily parameter 
h. A first insight we can take is that in the heterophilic regime (i.e., h < 0.5 ), the hubs are minority nodes, while 
in the homophilic regime (i.e., h > 0.5 ) they belong to the majority group. Additionally, for h < 0.5 the average 
degree of the hubs is higher than for h > 0.5 . This happens because, in heterophilic networks, the abundant 
majority nodes preferably attach to the rare minority ones, leading to larger degrees. In contrast, in homophilic 
networks, the probability of choosing one particular majority node to make a connection is smaller, due to their 
higher abundance. As will be shown below, this disparity in the hubs’ sizes influences the information transmis-
sion on the different networks.

Simple vs complex contagion. Definitions and description of the models. We want to study the differ-
ences in information transmission that arise when considering different emitters and receivers of information. 
We call source node the node that initiates the information transmission (i.e., the seed of the transmission pro-
cess). We also define the group to which it belongs as the source group. If the source node belongs to the majority, 
we talk about majority source, otherwise we call it minority source.

To quantify the spreading of information between groups, we define four information transmission observa-
bles (in short, IT observables) denoted by ITab . Each one represents the probability of successfully transmitting 
information from a source of a given group a to a target of a given group b, where a and b can be minority (m) 
or majority (M). For example, the probability of information transmission from a minority source to a minority 

(1)�ij ∝

{

hkj if Group(i) = Group(j)
(1− h)kj if Group(i) �= Group(j)

Figure 1.  Topology of the networks generated by the BAh model, for different values of the homophily 
parameter h. Blue nodes indicate a majority group, while red nodes indicate a minority group. Other 
parameters: number of nodes N = 70 , BAh parameter m = 1 , minority fraction fa = 0.2.
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target is represented by ITmm , the probability from a minority source to a majority target is represented by ITmM , 
and so on. In addition, please note that calculating one ITab is equivalent on average to finding the final density 
of informed nodes belonging to group b, when the seed of the contagion belongs to group a. The details of this 
equivalence and other aspects of the simulation procedure can be found in the “Methods” section.

To start modeling information transmission (IT) on homophilic and heterophilic networks, we first consider a 
Simple Contagion model used by Karimi et al.42.This is a modification of the SIR  dynamics16 in which each node 
can be in one of the following three possible states: susceptible, informed (also called adopter), and recovered. 
In this context, ”recovered” refers to nodes that know the information, but choose not to spread it. When a node 
becomes informed, it tries to propagate the information to each of its neighbors only once. In each of these trials, 
recovered nodes cannot become informed again, while susceptible nodes become informed with probability � . 
This parameter � is called the infectivity of the contagion process. Once an informed node has tried to inform all 
of its neighbors, it automatically becomes a recovered node. The main difference with the standard SIR model 
is that, in the considered model, each link has only one opportunity to transmit the information, while in the 
standard SIR model each node will continue to transmit the information until it transitions into the recovered 
state. Sketches of the transitions can be found in the left panels of Fig. 2.

We will compare the results of the Simple Contagion model with processes of Complex  Contagion18,19. For 
Complex Contagion we use the threshold model proposed by  Granovetter23 and later studied by  Watts24. In 
this model, in each time step, one node of the network is randomly selected. If the node is informed, it remains 
in that state. If the node is susceptible, it changes state if the fraction of informed nodes in its neighborhood 
exceeds a value T, called the threshold of the Complex Contagion. An illustration of this process can be found 
in the right panel of Fig. 2.

Complex Contagion gives rise to cascade processes that manifest themselves in first-order transitions, i.e., a 
discontinuous jump in the global maximum of the probability density function (pdf) of the density of informed 
nodes. In contrast, a Simple Contagion model exhibits a second-order transition, i.e, the maximum of the pdf 
changes continuously. Notice that the control parameters of both models have different meanings and opposite 
behavior: in Complex Contagion, a larger threshold T inhibits contagion; while in Simple Contagion, a larger 
infectivity � enhances it.

Capturing the impact of homophily in information spreading by using Complex Contagion. Let us use the defined 
IT observables to compare Simple and Complex Contagion. In Fig. 3, we show how the change of the homophily 
parameter h affects information transmission. For Simple Contagion, the dependency of our four observables 
on the homophily parameter is very weak (panel a). The strongest dependence appears for h = 1 , but it is trivial 
because the network is fragmented and there is no path connecting different groups. When zooming in (insets of 
panel a), slight dependencies in both the homophily parameter and the source and target groups can be noticed. 
These differences were discussed by Karimi et al.42. Changing the degrees of the source and target nodes does not 
cause novel behaviors, so they can be disregarded as control parameters (not shown). Importantly, this simplified 
model does not account for the observed strong biases in the presence of  homophily4,7.

On the other hand, for Complex Contagion, we observe a stronger dependency on the homophily parameter 
h (Fig. 3, panel b). In fact, we find a completely different behavior in the homophilic and heterophilic regimes. 
As long as h < 0.5 , increasing h improves information transmission. This is caused by the larger degree of the 
heterophilic hubs (Fig. 1), which prevents Complex  Contagion18,24. On the other hand, for h > 0.5 , the effect 
of homophily is much less pronounced, because the change in the hubs’ degree is much milder in the homo-
philic regime. Additionally, increasing the threshold decreases all IT observables, although the decrease is more 

Figure 2.  (I) Simple contagion: each informed node (I) tries to inform all of its susceptible (S) neighbors before 
becoming recovered (R). (a) Node i tries to inform node j, but fails because j is in a recovered state. (b) Then, 
node i tries to inform node k, with a probability of success � , failing in this case. (c) Finally, node i succeeds 
in informing node l. (d) After having tried to inform all of its neighbors, node i becomes recovered (R). (II) 
Complex Contagion (with threshold T =

1
3
 ). Upper panels: node i has only a fraction 1

4
 of informed neighbors, 

so it remains susceptible. Lower panels: node i has a fraction 1
2
 of informed nodes, so the threshold is surpassed 

and therefore it becomes informed.
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pronounced when h > 0.5 . There are also slight dependencies on the source group but not on the target group 
(except for h ≈ 1 ), suggesting some kind of bias in the transmission process.

Critical threshold for Complex Contagion. After analyzing the role of the homophily parameter, a question 
naturally arises: does h affect the nature of the transition? In other words, will we find a first-order transition with 
an “all-or-nothing” outcome, so that either every node or only a negligible fraction becomes informed?

To answer this question, we study how the probability density function (pdf) of the density of informed 
nodes changes when varying the threshold T, for two values of h (Fig. 4). The histograms confirm the existence 
of a first-order transition in both cases: the pdf shows two maxima at ρf = 0 and ρf = 1 , corresponding to no 
contagion and full contagion, respectively.

The histograms allow identifying the critical threshold Tc , which is defined as the point where the global 
maximum changes from ρf = 0 to ρf = 1 . Calculating the critical threshold for varying levels of homophily, we 
obtain the plot from Fig. 4b, where nontrivial dependencies on h arise. In the homophilic regime ( h > 0.5 ), Tc is 
almost constant, while in the heterophilic regime ( h < 0.5 ), Tc decays as the network becomes more heterophilic 
( h → 0 ). This means that information propagates less efficiently in heterophilic networks, in agreement with 
Fig. 3b. Moreover, for h = 1 , the threshold for minority sources increases significantly. This is a consequence of 
the fragmentation of the network: the minority group forms a separate network where the hubs have a smaller 
degree, thus favoring contagion. Finally, the critical threshold is slightly bigger for minority sources, suggesting 
again a bias in the information propagation. We conclude that the order of the transition is maintained, but the 
location of the transition point is strongly affected by h.

We have also analyzed the dependency of the critical threshold on the number of nodes. Figure 4b shows that 
the size of the network changes the height of the curve, but not its shape. This implies that the dependency on 
the homophily parameter is robust with respect to size. Furthermore, in Fig. 4c we also observe that, regardless 
of the homophily, Tc tends to zero as N → ∞ . This is a general phenomenon in scale-free  networks24, because 
the higher degree of the hubs inhibits the contagion process.

Hybrid Contagion. Even though for Complex Contagion we found that h strongly affects IT, the depend-
ency on the source and target groups was minimal and lacked the strong biases -like echo  chambers4- found in 
real-world networks. This discrepancy between model and data can be attributed to the “all-or-nothing” behav-
ior of the system. Motivated by this, we propose a Hybrid Contagion model (HC). In this new version, Simple 
Contagion represents a viral transmission of information among nodes with sympathy towards the source of 
the information—for example, spreading of information is easier between individuals belonging to the same 
group-, whereas Complex Contagion models skeptical individuals that require multiple exposures to become 
convinced—e.g. when information comes from an unreliable source. This creates a scenario where one group 
has more difficulties when trying to convince members of the opposite group, in alignment with situations in 
real-world social  networks35.

Figure 3.  Information transmission observables as a function of the homophily parameter h. The chosen 
dynamics are Simple Contagion in panel (a) and Complex Contagion in panel (b). Each column shows a 
different infectivity � or threshold T. The inset in panel a depicts the same IT observables as a function of the 
homophily parameter, but with a rescaled y-axis, so that variations among the curves are visible. To improve 
clarity, we have removed the values corresponding to h > 0.85 from the inset. In the legend, the subindexes 
indicate source and target groups respectively (for example, ITmM indicates that the source group is the minority 
and the target group is the majority). Parameters used: N = 1000 nodes, m = 1 , minority fraction fa = 0.2 , 
M = 1000 realizations (varying both the network structure and the location of the seed).
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Description of the model. Hybrid Contagion is the combination of Simple and Complex spreading into a uni-
fied model. In this way, nodes on the network can follow Simple or Complex Contagion depending on their 
group and the source of information. Nodes following Complex Contagion (called complex nodes) become 
informed when they have a fraction of informed neighbors bigger than the threshold, T. Nodes following Simple 
Contagion (simple nodes) can become informed with just one informed neighbor, with probability �.

To simplify the model, we will make the following three assumptions. Firstly, we assign to each group a con-
tagion type.; i.e, all majority nodes are simple and all minority nodes are complex, or vice versa. Secondly, we 
assume that the group that initiates the contagion process is always the group that follows Simple Contagion. 
This is justified by the fact that, usually, ideas generated inside a community spread more easily among the 
members of the community with the respect to other members that do not share the same views. Finally, for the 
same reason, we assume that the simple nodes always become informed whenever they have at least an informed 
neighbor; this is, we set the infectivity equal to one. � = 1 . With these simplifications, the only remaining control 
parameter of this model is the threshold T.

Information transmission with Hybrid Contagion. To investigate the predictions of this new model, we have 
calculated again the information transmission for all combinations of source and target (Fig. 5). This time, we 
observe not only a strong dependency on h, but also on the source and target groups (the latter only in the 
homophilic regime). In fact, the two possible source groups show opposite tendencies: IT from a minority source 
is enhanced in heterophilic networks, while IT from a majority source is enhanced in homophilic networks. 
These two opposite effects can be simultaneously explained in terms of one single observation: IT in Hybrid 
Contagion is favored when the network hubs follow Simple Contagion. The effects of the threshold T are also 
different depending on the source: increasing T causes a strong drop in the IT with a minority source, but the 
change is much weaker with a majority source. It is remarkable that, although T is a parameter that only controls 
the behavior of complex nodes, the information transmission to simple nodes is affected too; in fact, in the het-
erophilic regime, it is irrelevant whether the target node is simple or complex. This can be attributed to the high 
bipartivity of the network (most routes connecting two simple nodes cross a complex node).

Additionally, the source and target dependencies imply strong biases in the information transmission. In 
particular, IT from minority to majority becomes negligible for h > 0.5 : we have a lack of IT even when the 
network is connected. On the other hand, information transmission from majority to minority is nonzero. This 

Figure 4.  Critical threshold for Complex Contagion dynamics. (a) Histograms with the probability distribution 
of the final density of informed nodes, for a majority source and h = 0.2 (upper row) and h = 0.7 (lower row). 
The pdf is normalized so that the total area of each histogram equals one. Used parameters: N = 1000 nodes, 
m = 1 , M = 1000 realizations. (b) Critical threshold as a function of the homophily parameter, for minority 
and majority sources. Simulations were performed for two values of N: N = 500 (dashed line) and N = 1000 
(solid line). (c) Critical threshold as a function of the number of nodes, for minority and majority sources and 
two values of the homophily parameter: h = 0.2 (dashed line) and h = 0.7 (solid line). In all simulations, the 
minority size was fixed to fa = 0.2.
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asymmetry suggests the existence of some phenomenon similar to an echo chamber, which will be the main 
topic of the following sections.

Critical threshold for Hybrid Contagion. As happened for Complex Contagion, a system following Hybrid Con-
tagion shows a rich dynamics that is hard to understand by looking only at the IT. A simplified version of these 
rich dynamics is shown in Fig. 6, for a threshold T = 0.2 . One sees that a minority source produces a small 
cascade (panel a), consisting mainly of nodes of the same group. On the other hand, a majority source produces 
cascades with a wide size range, from 70% (panel b1) to 100% (panel b2) of the nodes. In some cases, clusters of 
simple nodes get shielded from contagion due to the presence of a complex node.

To investigate this behavior in more depth and to study the nature of the transition, we calculate the pdf of 
the density of informed nodes for different values of the threshold T (Fig. 7, panel a). As opposed to Complex 
Contagion, where differences between majority and minority source were minimal, now we see two different 
behaviors depending on the source group. In particular, for a minority source (upper panels of Fig. 7a), we obtain 
the “all-or-nothing” behavior typical of Complex Contagion. This is not the case when the source belongs to the 
majority, with a different form of the pdf that reflects the different behaviors of Fig. 6b. Moreover, the pdf does not 
change in shape for thresholds above T = 0.2 (compare, for example, the histograms corresponding to T = 0.2 
and T = 0.9 in the lower panels of Fig. 7a). Nevertheless, both histograms show a discontinuous jump in the 
global maximum. All these phenomena could be indicators of a hybrid  transition43,44, where one of the maxima 
of the pdf varies continuously but the global maximum changes discontinuously at a certain threshold value Tc.

When we plot the change of the critical threshold Tc as a function of h (Fig. 7b), we observe opposite tenden-
cies depending on the source groups: for minority sources, Tc decreases with h, while for majority sources, it 
increases. More interestingly, for a majority source, Tc diverges around h = 0.63 . Above this value, only the phase 
corresponding to information transmission exists. In short, for a majority source and sufficiently homophilic 
networks, the information is always able to propagate through the network, regardless of the threshold.

Echo chambers and other IT biases. Measuring echo chambers and IT biases. As discussed in the pre-
vious section, the Hybrid Contagion model shows a rich behavior that cannot be easily understood by simply 

Figure 5.  Information transmission observables as a function of the homophily parameter h, for Hybrid 
Contagion dynamics. Each column shows a different threshold T. The first subindex of each element of the 
legend indicates the source group, while the second subindex indicates the target group. Parameters used: 
N = 1000 nodes, m = 1 , minority fraction fa = 0.2 , M = 1000 realizations.

Figure 6.  Examples of Hybrid Contagion on BAh networks. Each network shows the final state of one 
simulation, where green nodes are susceptible and yellow ones are informed. The orange node is the source 
of the information. Simple nodes are denoted by circles and complex nodes by squares. (a) When the source 
node belongs to the minority, Hybrid Contagion is limited. (b) However, when the source node belongs to the 
majority, a wide range of cascade sizes is obtained for the same parameters. Parameters used: N = 50 , h = 0.7 , 
fa = 0.2 , T = 0.2.
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measuring the four IT observables. In particular, Hybrid Contagion exhibits information transmission biases (IT 
biases), which can be defined as dependencies of information transmission on the source and target groups. To 
be able to classify these biases, as well as to determine their strength, we propose the following set of bias vari‑
ables: 

Notice that, since 0 < ITab < 1 , we have 0 < IT < 1 and −1 < BE ,BR,BEC < 1.
The previously used IT observables focused on specific groups, and as a consequence, they lacked informa-

tion about the information propagation on the network as a whole. In contrast, the bias variables are able to 
distinguish global aspects of the transmission process, e.g. the receptivity of the nodes towards certain types of 
information. The first one, IT  , is the mean information transmission over the four possible combinations of source 
and target. It is high whenever the network transmits information effectively regardless of who emits and who 
receives the information. Secondly, BE is the emissivity bias. If it is bigger than zero, it indicates that the informa-
tion that starts in the majority propagates more effectively than starting in the minority, regardless of the target. 
On the contrary, BE < 0 indicates that information starting in the minority propagates more effectively. Thirdly, 
BR is the receptivity bias. BR > 0(< 0) indicates that the majority has a bigger (smaller) probability of receiving 
information than the minority. Finally, we define BEC as the echo chamber bias. It estimates whether information 
propagates only between nodes of the same group or not. If it is close to one, information only propagates inside 
of each group; while if it is negative, it indicates the existence of an “anti echo chamber”: information only flows 
between nodes of the opposite groups.

Armed with these new variables, we can easily determine the biases of an information transmission process. 
One just needs to measure the IT parameters ITab from a given data set and substitute them into Eq. (2). Equa-
tion ( given data set and substit) also gives an objective definition of an echo chamber: a social network shows 
an echo chamber if the bias BEC of an information transmission process is larger than zero. Finally, one should 
also note that any bias in the information transmission between two groups can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of the three biases (plus a possible contribution from IT  ). In other words, any bias can be decomposed 
into a mixture of BE ,BR and BEC.

As an example of the usefulness of this new framework, we will analyze the results of Simple and Complex 
Contagion—already analyzed in Fig. 3—in terms of these variables. As expected, Simple Contagion presents 
negligible biases BE ,BR,REC (not shown). A similar picture arises for Complex Contagion (Fig. 8): only IT  shows 
an important dependency on h; however, its behavior is the same that we saw in Fig. 3. Additionally, the other 
three bias variables show an almost neutral behavior. Only significantly high values of h lead to an increase in BEC 
and |BR| until h = 1 , where they reach their maximum due to the fragmentation of the network. These last results 
draw a clear picture: the transmission of information under Complex Contagion is sensitive to the homophily 
parameter and may be greatly inhibited, but it does not show strong biases.

(2a)IT =
1

4
(+ITmm + ITmM + ITMm + ITMM)

(2b)BE =
1

2
(−ITmm − ITmM + ITMm + ITMM)

(2c)BR =
1

2
(−ITmm + ITmM − ITMm + ITMM)

(2d)BEC =
1

2
(+ITmm − ITmM − ITMm + ITMM)

Figure 7.  Critical threshold for Hybrid Contagion dynamics. (a) Histograms with the probability distribution 
of the final density of informed nodes, for a minority source (green histograms) and a majority source (orange 
histograms). The pdf is normalized so that the total area of each histogram equals one. The homophily 
parameter is h = 0.6 . (b) Critical threshold as a function of the homophily parameter, for minority and majority 
sources. Other parameters used: N = 1000 nodes, m = 1 , M = 1000 realizations, fa = 0.2.
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Echo chambers and other biases in Hybrid Contagion. Unlike Complex Contagion, Hybrid Contagion shows 
important dependencies on both the source and target groups. The most relevant was the impossibility of trans-
mitting information from minority to majority for h > 0.5 . To quantify these dependencies, we plot the four bias 
variables for Hybrid Contagion in Fig. 9.

Importantly, IT  is smaller than one and practically constant with respect to T and h, although it is minimum 
in the heterophilic regime. Additionally, the system has a strong emissivity bias, negative in the heterophilic 
regime and positive in the homophilic one. Increasing the threshold reduces the absolute value of the emissiv-
ity in the heterophilic regime, with a limited effect in the homophilic one. The receptivity bias becomes also 
appreciable for h > 0.9 and large thresholds. However, the most relevant observation is that the echo chamber 
variable is different from zero throughout all the homophilic regime ( h > 0.5 ), especially for higher thresholds 
and for high homophily parameters.

Summing up, the combination of Simple and Complex Contagion (Hybrid Contagion) leads not only to strong 
emissivity biases for a wide range of h, but also to the emergence of echo chambers in the homophilic regime. 
Nevertheless, the average information transmission remains almost constant and is minimum in the heterophilic 
regime. This highlights the independence between the quantity and the lack of biases of transferred information: 
neither the presence of echo chambers and other biases implies that information transmission is hindered, nor 
does a strong transmission of information guarantee that the information is bias-free.

Echo chambers in real‑world networks. To put our results on more solid ground, we test our results on a real 
collaboration network. We simulate Hybrid Contagion in a network of scientific citations between papers pub-
lished in the journals of the American Physical Society (Fig. 10) . This network was already used to study percep-
tion biases  in7. In particular, we focus on papers devoted to statistical mechanics, where majority and minority 
groups have been identified with Quantum Statistical Mechanics and Classical Statistical Mechanics, respec-
tively. The network is highly homophilic, with a homophily parameter h = 0.92.

Repeating our analysis regarding the IT observables and the bias variables, we obtain results that are fully 
consistent with the prediction in synthetic networks (Fig. 5). Indeed, the four IT observables show the same 
behavior as the synthetic curves for high homophily parameters ( ITMM > ITmm > ITMm > ITmM in panel 10a. 
Surprisingly, we find high values of the echo chamber bias ( BEC ≈ 0.5 ), even higher than in synthetic networks 
with the same parameter h (Fig. 10b). A possible explanation is that real-world networks have a higher cluster-
ing than our synthetic networks. This could favor intragroup contagion and enhance the echo chamber bias.

The remaining bias variables are also in agreement with our predictions in synthetic networks: the emissiv-
ity is positive and information transmission remains high even for large thresholds. In summary, our results 
contribute to the understanding of the emergence of echo chamber biases in information transmission between 
different groups.

Figure 8.  Bias variables IT ,BE , BR and BEC as a function of the homophily parameter h, for Complex Contagion 
dynamics. The simulation parameters are the same as in Fig. 3b.

Figure 9.  Bias variables IT ,BE , BR and BEC as a function of the homophily parameter h, for Hybrid Contagion 
dynamics. The simulations and parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
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Discussion
In this work, we have explored how information transmission (IT) in homophilic/heterophilic scale-free networks 
can be modeled, focusing on alterations of information transmission such as the emergence of echo chambers. To 
achieve this, we have analyzed three different models and proposed a decomposition of information transmission 
that allowed a straightforward quantification of the presence of biases. Starting from a structural model able to 
generate networks with a tunable level of  homophily42, we analyzed Simple Contagion by employing a slightly 
modified version of the SIR dynamics; Complex Contagion, and finally a Hybrid model in which the spreading 
between two nodes changes depending on whether they belong to the same or different groups.

Our main conclusion is that the choice of the dynamical model greatly influences both the average infor-
mation transmission and the emerging biases. In particular, we find that Simple Contagion leads to negligible 
biases and a minimal dependency on the homophily parameter h, whereas Complex Contagion shows strong 
dependencies on h, with high average information transmission in the homophilic regime. These differences are 
also reflected in the Complex Contagion transition between the informed and uninformed regimes. In particular, 
the threshold for the transition is higher in the homophilic regime, leading to an enhancement of the informa-
tion transmission. The strong variability of the mean IT when changing h is not correlated with strong biases in 
information transmission. In fact, most biases only appear as the network becomes disconnected, except for a 
slight emissivity bias for a wider range of h.

A richer phenomenology is found in the Hybrid Contagion model, in which information transmission has 
an important dependency on h and follows opposite trends when changing the source of the information. In 
particular, information originating in a minority node spreads easily in the heterophilic regime, while in the 
homophilic regime the transmission is dominated by information originating in the majority. Thus, interchanging 
the source group affects not only the behavior of the transition—with a divergence of the majority-source criti-
cal threshold at h ≈ 0.63 , but also the qualitative behavior of the pdf, with hints of a possible hybrid transition. 
As opposed to Complex Contagion, the dependencies on the source and target groups cause the appearance of 
stronger IT biases, not only in the emissivity and receptivity of information but also in the emergence of echo 
chambers, where information starting in the minority fails to reach the majority groups. The echo chamber bias 
is different from zero for any h > 0.5 , which implies that intragroup communication is favored and intergroup 
communication is hindered in all the homophilic regime. Moreover, even though for h < 1 the network is still 
connected, the echo chamber bias reaches a significant value ( BEC ≈ 0.5 ).  When analyzing a citation network 
between papers of the APS, we find even stronger biases, highlighting the relevance of our results for real-world 
scenarios.

On a more general note, our study points out three important factors when analyzing information transmis-
sion. Firstly, that homophily and heterophily play a key role in how well information is transmitted and which 
biases appear. Secondly, the quantity of transmitted information is not necessarily correlated with lack of biases: 
our analysis showed that models with low average information transition can be free from biases (like Complex 
Contagion for high threshold parameters), whereas models with high mean information transmission can show 
strong biases (Hybrid Contagion). Thirdly, biases in information transmission are not limited to echo chambers. 
Other biases (such as different levels of emissivity) can play a comparable role and affect the transmission of 
knowledge in our  society10,12. In summary, we believe that our decomposition of information transmission into 
an average value plus three distinct biases can help clarify complicated information transmission patterns in 
real data.

Figure 10.  (a) Information transmission observables for Hybrid Contagion dynamics in a network of scientific 
citations between papers of the APS, for different thresholds T. The legend follows the same conventions as 
Fig. 5. Parameters of the network: h = 0.92 , fa = 0.3177 . (b) Bias variables corresponding to the IT observables 
of panel (a).
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All the presented models show an important limitation: our group category is binary. In general, splitting 
society’s complexity into just two groups is too reductive, one clear example being the aggregation of political 
viewpoints into “left” and “right” groups. In this sense, a generalization of the BAh model to a continuum of 
groups would be helpful to better understand how individuals can gradually transition between groups, and may 
cause unexpected behaviors in the bias magnitudes. Another variation of these models could also incorporate 
a coevolving network in which nodes rewire to maximize the number of neighbors with the same opinion. This 
rewiring is known to lead to network polarization, echo chambers, and ultimately  fragmentation8,45,46, but its 
influence on the other biases is unknown. Finally, the generalization of the model to multidimensional topic 
spaces could help in the understanding of how ideologies  form6.

In conclusion, we have shown that contagion models beyond Simple Contagion can exhibit information 
transmission biases, including echo chambers. We hope that this works provides awareness about information 
transmission biases and the simple mathematical tools able to quantify them, so that further research can better 
understand how they emerge and ultimately overcome them.

Methods
Measuring information transmission. As mentioned in the main text, the final density of informed 
nodes within a group gt , when taking the seed node within a group gs , coincides on average with the probability 
of information transmission from a source from gs to a target from gt . Here we present proof of this equivalence.

Let Ng be the number of nodes belonging to group g and let Ig the number of informed nodes of group g in 
the final (absorbing) state. We define the final density of informed nodes within group g as ρfg =

Ig
Ng

 . On the 
other hand, the average probability that information spreads from a given source to a given target, Ptr , when 
choosing source and target nodes randomly within the source and target groups, is:

Thus, we have shown that measuring the information transmission observables can be reduced to measuring 
the final density of informed nodes.

In the following, we describe the exact simulation procedure to measure ρfg : 

1. Set the source and target groups.
2. Generate a network with the Barabasi–Albert-homophily model.
3. Select a source node and a target node randomly, with the constraint that they belong to the source and target 

groups respectively.
4. Mark the source node as informed. Simulate a contagion process with the corresponding model (Simple, 

Complex, or Hybrid Contagion).
5. Once the absorbing state is reached, measure the number of nodes belonging to group g, Ng , and the number 

of informed nodes of group g, Ig , to get the final density of informed nodes of group g, ρfg.
6. Repeat steps 2–5 for several networks and source and target nodes and find the average final density of 

informed nodes ρfg.

Empirical network. To test the validity of our results in real networks, we performed a simulation in a net-
work with high homophily: a network of scientific citations of the  APS7,42. The nodes in the network correspond 
to individual scientific papers related to statistical mechanics, and each link corresponds to a citation between 
two of them. We disregard the directional nature of the links, since the BAh model is designed for undirected 
networks. To ensure that contagion is possible, we only take the largest component and disregard all the small 
components. We select the minority and majority groups based on identifiers from the Physics and Astronomy 
Classification Scheme (PACS). In particular, the minority group corresponds to papers devoted to Classical Sta-
tistical Mechanics (CSM) and the majority group to Quantum Statistical Mechanics (QSM).

Taking these considerations into account, we obtain a network with 1281 nodes and 3064 links. From these 
nodes, 407 belonged to the minority group and 874 to the majority. The minority fraction is thus fa = 0.32 and 
the homophily parameter is h = 0.92 . The homophily parameter was estimated using the procedure described 
 in42.

Data availability
The empirical citation network between papers published in APS journals has been made publicly available by 
the authors  of7,42 and can be found online at https:// github. com/ frbkrm/ NtwPe rcept ionBi as.
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